Singlet excited state pyridinic deprotonation of the N9-methylbetacarboline cations in aqueous sodium hydroxide solutions.
The singlet excited state pyridinic deprotonation of the 9-methyl-9H-pyrido[3,4-b]indole, MBC, cations has been studied in aqueous NaOH solutions by absorption, steady state and time resolved fluorescence measurements. This excited state reaction proceeds through a stepwise mechanism involving different ground and excited state hydrogen bonded MBC-(water)n complexes. Thus, in aqueous NaOH solutions of MBC above pH 8, two ground state hydrogen bonded MBC-water adducts, namely PC and PTC, coexist in equilibrium. Upon excitation, the PC behaves as an independent fluorophore, whereas the PTC reacts with water molecules during its excited state lifetime to give the intermediate CL*. This exciplex is the precursor of the excited state cation, C*. In almost all the pH range, C* is practically the only existing species in the singlet excited state of MBC. In concentrated NaOH solutions beyond the pH range, C* deprotonates giving CL* and PTC* species.